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Froposal For

FLYING SAUCER RESEARCH AT UNITED NATIONS HDQ
z' Fric M. Ai? . ?r.nc Lccaar of Gren
ada, to the Special Political Committee. Arm. 
Session of the General Assembly, Nov. 28, 1977

"All over the world there are groups of scientists engaged 
in UFO research. some assisted by their Governments, others 
laboring entirely on the?.: own; but there is ore up that 
Stands tall in its persistente to have the que-t-sii of UFOs 
aiscussed at the ir.oczrat. onA A. el. I refer to the group 
known as the Intercontinental UFO Galactic Spacecraft Research 
and Analytic Network (ICUFON) in the UnA-“ ftaces. whose direc
tor is FL Aiman VonKeviczky, a Hungarian-born United States 
Citizen and a former employee of the United Nations Office of 
Public Information.

"There are many aspects of that organization which many 
researchers may question; but the record shows that from 1 Feb- 
ruary 1966, t c up, ICUFON, has been trying without success 
to have this quett^cn of UFO research brought before the United 
Nations for co-operative action among all the nations of the 
world.

“Let me emphasize that my delegation is not now concerned 
with research capability of the organization nor even with the 
scientlfic in -n r w- of the ir r. L members. What is of 
greater concern, interest and relevance is that continuously and 
relentlessly from 1966 onwards the ICUFON group has been making 
an effort, obviously against tremendous odds, to persuade the 
nations of the world and the United Nations to take the sort of 
joint actions regarding UFOs which my delegation proposes here 
today in this Comn

“Permit me to recite, for the benefit of the Gonmittee, be
cause of their relevance, the seven main proposals already pre- 
sented by the ICUFON group to the United Nations and Member 
nations and to make to official action to these pro
posals.

AN INTERNATZONAL MONITORING SYSTEM

“The first was ~n . :„rary „ .> . directed to the then Sec- 
retary-General, U Thant. The proposal was for United Nations 
project Unidentified Forces and Flying Space Objects (UN-UFFSO), 
for the purpose of estabil.shing a global research and analytical
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system to keep, under penmnett United Nations control, the fol
lowlng matters: first, unidentifixd flvzr.g space otjects and 
phenomena; secondly, unidentified space beings; thirdly, uniden
tified outer forces; fourthly, earth/space arr «race, earth re- 
lat ions.

"Its purpose was to serve as an Information service for 
Member nations and the public. That proposal of 1 February 1966 
was followed by two related addenda, dated 24 February and 9 May 
1966, addressed to the Secretary-General. Together they evoked 
a mild response from the Secretariat, thanking the director of 
ICUFON for his voluntary efforts and his interest in the matter 
of unidentified flying objects. Two letters from the United 
Nations Secretariat to the director of ICUFON -- and brought to 
the attention of my delegation -- testified to that initiative.”

What Prime Minister didn’t say to the UN Special Committee 
was that, because of his radical proposal to the Secretary-Gen- 
eral in 1966, repräsentatives of MIRO in the American delegation 
to UN got VonKeviczky fired from his United Nations job.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
"On 17 April 1974 ia the midst of discussion on the estab- 

1ishment of the United Nations University, ICUFON proposed the 
setting up of a joint international research study as a project 
for the United Nations and the United Nations University -- 
the University to undertake the research and the United Nations 
Secretariat to collect and collate the results of that research 
for the benefit of mankind. Unfortunately, neither the United 
Nations Secretariat nor the United Nations University considered 
UFO research to be a matter of high research priority for the 
University."

As far as we know now the proposal for a United Nations 
University didn’t get high priority either, but Prime Minister 
Gairy didn’t give up on his UN Flying Saucer research project -- 
nor did MIRO on its Opposition to international UFO research. 
On July 4, 1978 Major VonKeviczky received a telegram from the 
Grenada Mission to the United Nations: "Prime Minister, the Rt. 
Honourable Sir Eric M. Gairy extends an Invitation to you to 
attend a meeting at 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, 13th July 1978 at 
the New York Hilton prior to a meeting with the Secretary-General 
United Nations the following day at noon to discuss documentary 
film presentation and exhibition on U.F.O. and other related 
phenomena carded for October 1978 to coincide with Prime Minis
ter* s address to the General Assembly. Other persons invited 
include Messrs Guillermo Bravo, Allan Hynek, Gordon Cooper, Lee 
Speigel, Jacques Vallee, Pouyer, Geroge King and Ms. Margarita 
Lopez Portillo. Grateful to indicate your acceptance and confirm 
with Grenada Mission to the United Nations. Tel: 212-759-9675."

It was a Pyrrhic victory for Major VonKeviczky, MIRO, the
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Military-Industrial-Religious Olig - 1 s the nation
had -jverl m-ud groposed meeting with its own people. This 
guaix.Ci ■ '“<= very . r_. e ’iczky’s ux’tnve
veies t< t .t a-i,t :: .;tl: dilutec bT seif-
limiting orthocL - Science; and . the very most, control or the 
’ -.pes-.'? ’ tc „ ” j of factu? ■ r;"- • ' ? "ecen away fro«
the ’•> . u' ^ded over to the MIRO group head«-; x the govern
ment ^..odist, Hynek. This turacc .ut to be the case.

Of cour.-e ,-r:ie -r „„.^a „ tc tla.t he had
tr -n taken i, cy clever, ambitious mer ^_«c to seif-aggran- 
disement; he was only trying to strengthen his UN-UFO research 
project by bringing in scientists with impressive College degrees. 
Another key figure for MIRO was a HollywoL . -jroducer, Lee Spiegel 

ic-uv: r.z making a t Ice ionanza UFO documentary. He 
teenght along a more ir /re; ~ !-/e Hollywood ;.o".,re not named in 
S’r Lrir * e-egram, Astronaut Gordoi now a vicepresident
at Wait Disney/Studios.

NO GOVBIKÄL'T ON cARTH
re it salji to Coopers credit, he is not afraid to staod up 

in public andwestify to the reality of Flying Saucers. On the 
Merv Griffin 7' -rrt’ram for January 11, NBC Channel 39,
San Diego, :r;:=, 6:30-7 ‘.30 p.m., Merv brought up the sub
ject of space flights and asked guest Cooper if he had seen any 
Flying Saue while orbiting the earth.

"There have been more sightings of UFOs by pilots than by 
astronauts,” replied Cooper.

“Such as -- ?” urged Griffin.
"When I was a military "et o. ■__ s in Gennany in the 1950s, 

I and other pilots of our outfit were sent aloft to chase a 
flight of UFOs! But the UFOs were thousai - Lt. •• ave 
us, and our maxiiiätuB operating altitude was 50,000 feet."

"What didXhey look like?” asked Merv.
shape and metallic," replied Cooper. "No 

government on earth can build that kind of equipment."

We dont know if Cooper said anything like that to the Secre
tary General of the United Nations, Kurt Waldheim, in the Meet
ing in the Secretary General*s office July 13th. Major VonKev- 
iezky doesn’t know either. He wasn’t there! the Major learned 
later that it was Lee Speigel who asked that VonKeviczky’s Invi
tation • z‘, _ ,1:.' .'g be cancelled, thus also his presentation
of solid UFO 'evidence. This was the same presentation that Von 
Keviczky had made a year or so earlier at the international UFO 
Symposium at Acapulco, Mexico.

Instead, Waldheim -- and Sir Eric Gairy -- got the typical 
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academic flathead gobbledeygook Hynek and Vallee have been put- 
ting out for years. Their theory is that Flying Saucers are only 
a psychic phenomenon, a manifestation of the paranonaal, **beyond 
reality”, and thus a subject for parapsychology, not astro-physics 
or engineering. Now these two academic boy-wonders my be sincere 
in their beliefs but it is a cover-up of the real truth, never- 
theless.
NEEDED FOR UFO RESEARCH, PHILOSOFHER-SCIMTISTS

What the Secretary General of the United Nations needs -- 
and what Sir Eric Gairy should have brought him -- to establish 
sound policy is the opinions of philosopher-scientists, not data 
collectors like Hynek and Vallee who dont really believe in any
thing except furthering their Professional careers. There are 
four kinds of scientists. They can be easily categorized by 
the results of their work. The pigeon-hole for academic flat- 
heads is clearly speiled out by Dion Fortune in her “bible” of 
the Cabala, "The Mystical Qabalah”:

. Classification is the stage that immediately follows Ob
servation in scientific method. A very great deal of scientific 
work simply consists in these two processes; in fact, for the 
rank and file of Science these represent the total ränge of their 
activities. If Science is limited to these two activities, as 
it would be if we listened to our more pedestrian scientists 
(and here we find Hynek and Vallee) it would be no more than a 
compiling of lists of natural phenomena. . . ”

These uninspired self-limits of orthodox science are a road- 
block to understanding the Flying Saucer phenomenon. It suits 
the false gods of the world religions perfectly. Any Invasion 
from outer space is a threat to their ’powers, thrones and prin- 
cipalities", whether the Invaders are Good Guys or Bad Guys.
WE LIVE IN A MORAL UNIVERSE!

”But the imaginative scientist,” continues Dion Fortune, 
''who alone is worthy of the name of research worker, uses Classi
fication not so much as a means of putting things away tidily, 
but to enable him to recognize relationships. From the imagin
ative scientist who perceives to the philosophic scientist who 
interprets is but a step."

A good example of Interpretation is the quote from Gordon 
Cooper: ”No government on earth can build that kind of equipment.” 
He knew he was flying the most advanced kind of aviation equip
ment, produced by one of the leading nations of the earth; and yet 
way above him in the skies over Germany were flying machines 
which were obviously superior in every respect. There was only 
one logical conclusion: Somebody, from somehwere eise, who had 
mastered space travel, was here looking us over. The jet pilot 
became a philosopher scientist in one easy lesson!
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“And from the philosophical scientist who L . ts In 
terws of causation to the -.w u'• «. .■(. mtist who ._t;~: -t i 
ter ■ <f । • t >■ - “ continues Dion Fortune, “and so links science 
to ethics, is but another Step. It is the tragedy of Esoteric 
Science that its exponents have na. i - . ; t inadequately
equipped upon the plane of Malkuth (3-D Earth) and consequently 
unabie to co-ordinate their results with those obtained by 
workers in other fields."

THE UFOS HAVE A PURPOSE, ALL RIGHT! .
This has been and continues to be the great problem in try

ing to understand the Flying Saucer phenomenon. I fouru i' c::- 
ficult indeet. rrn-late the Flyu i. Tracer data in Ha o. uonald 
Keyhoe’s .articles in "True” magazine in 1949 with the esoteric 
science I had picked up from studying ”Oahspe”, 1 i
on Two Planets”, "Secret Doctrine", "Isis Uweiled” and other 
occult literature.

Yet au intelligent eal sri.’ of the Flying Saucer data leads 
inevitably to cause, to purpose; and these are moral am ical 
questions which are outside the dow-i • .nL.% ui -ice. This 
is one of the nij i .asons why the Flying Sau.2. a: am has gone 
unanswered by the scientists -- yet unawakened people continue to 
look to scientists for answers in this c u: none have been 
f orthcoming!

Nor have the military officers been equipped by temperament 
or training to answer such a monumental moral an< : i
as the UFOs pose. Their dedication is to deferd .ng the nation 
against invaders, and any u~ntified aircraft or spacecraft ap- 

ig in our skies must have purpose or it wouldn’t be here!
And, until that Unidentified Flying C t does identify itself 
r i w-t-s purpose, it is a threat to our security. By the 
very nature of their position and responsibility, top mi 
brass have to i: I : ed data from pilots and radar.
In the case of the Flying Saucers, this makes them ph >pher 
scientists! But the military mission is a negative one, to preserve 
the nation as it was, yesterday; so they too, like the academic 
. r»ads of science, became an important part in maintaining the 
gigantic, world-wide cover-up of Flying Saucers, the "silence” 
policy.

AF GENERAL CHIDLAh: ”WE TAKE THEM SERIOUSLY"
Neverhtheless, Major VonKeviczky broke that "silence” in 

•j.._rcug together his Flying Saucer presentation for the Acapulco, 
Mexico UFO convention and for the Secre--. General of the Uri iss 
Nations. He quoted Gen. C. Marshall, C t -'.u'*
the U.S, Anny and Secretary of State, in . : : "The ■ t.t~<
authorities have established the fact that Flying Saucers are 
manned by visitors from outer space. . .
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He quoted • cenjaniin Chidlaw, hea>. the U.S.
Continental A_r De lense Conmand, and who had the beriet _ 
data supp.is i ’iy the <h setwork aga, .d cae UFO Forces, 
based on JANAP 14€ . Orders”. Chidlaw stated: "We take
them seriou- . when you consider we hav _ many men and

. s nuy to intercept them.”

his radio coamunication

VONKEVICZKY

He referred to the shocking experience of an F~4 jec pilot 
over Tehran, Iran, Sept. ' : The - ±. -n . circuitry of
the aircraft was "paralyzed’’ when the pilot tried to fixe an 
AIM-9 missile at an .ffer sine UFO craft”. He also found that 

equipment was quite inoceraci ve.

The Ma'’er l^rned that early in 
1978 the Greek Mimsrsz cf Defense, E. 
A"* off "informed the NATO Gen
eral Staff :r -- .--.r that UFO opera- 
tions are a potential danger to the 
European continent and urged the soonest 
emergency measures”.

He was ready to report this to the 
Secretary General of the United Nations 
on J. - 1 ' h also a June release
from the State Dept by the International 
Security’s Deputy Director, Michael A.G. 
Michaud: s from outer solar System
are a potential threat to us and we are 
a potential threat to them."

VonKeviczky invited several other 
Flying Saucer believers to be with him 
at United Nations Headquarters that day, 
"Dr. Pedro G. Bravo, Organizer of the 
Acapulco UFO Congress, and his assistart

Carlos Lopez; Leonard Stringfield, author of ‘Situation Red’; and 
Miss Margarita Lopez . , daughter of the Mexican President."
They couid give the Major moral Support. Trouble was, they had 
no impressive scientlfic Standing or Connections!

Then the Ma' - received word from Grenada’s UN Ambassador 
Wellington Friday that the proposed 5 p.m. meeting with Secre
tary General Waldheim had been moved forward to 12:30 p.m. The 
reason given was that an impressive scie.c-.fxc group, put to
gether by Hollywood producer Lee Speigel had gotten to Prime 
Minister Sir Eric Gairy; and their ideas and ' parapsychological 
speculations about the UFOs existence in tunens ions ’
and 'beyond reality’ should be presented to the Secretary Gen
eral. That was July 13th, at a noon meeting.

"Me and my cabinet do not intend to exhibit your project*s 
Part Two," said Prime Minister Gairy to the Major, "which proves
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by _la . - * - - t ■ ’ aental < c , " t " .lui- n.-.
1 > - !■= u tation to UFOs and by this the endangerec i _ er-
national security.”

’ — ^--'4- ..r . _ i _ - =- j L_ _ Laaiza-
tion is ‘ 'air -•* the global paar ■_ . id security,’’ io ad 
VotiKeviczky. "Scientific study of the UFO internatioi.-.-, : w.. e 
t : - ; r' j. i ri: . r ler to UNE<- a ’ - . ■ il t, ehe na-
tior.-f -'m. representation in the General Assembly.”

VICTORY FOR THE ACADEMIC FLATHEADS OF MISO

But it was obvious tu-- she ms ♦ - - id already be~
gun to 's-inst VonKeviczky * s factual presentation. That
night of r . 's ; e UN Ambassador of Gre c :t confirm
VonKeviczky1 s presen - -t . oon t t . • -- - - $
t „i. .< ■ ./ i ; r -:« .< : vent VonKeviczky *s presen
ter ter irc • stibsti-: 4' : j .: ■ -dl. hudir
Hvnek. Vallee, et al met with Friday and others of
4-u .-y r caih-.t*. ' a , :. the i -r- - erkeviezky* s
: •) ’$eö - eeting with the Secretary G-’i ' - > . ’ >_ 
-r '.-1 m. Frida, „ td VonKeviczky to Inform : 
appointment had been cancelled.

w;’.--. .ne 4. : . T . ppointment was compounde, .en he
learned 1 : 'an international research and educa-
tional program under Ui Nations sponsorship had been put 
foxv_i: •* „ ic >,i < • Fneral in the July 14th, 5 p.m. meet
ing with the MIRO group, and the prop t . ’ Hynekf Aad
he had beeil making such proposals to the United Nations leader
ship since 1966! At tl 12, Hynek, as an Air Force Propagan
dist, was saying that Flying £ ~ .■ . a■ »t a proper subject
for seiet -.a ■ ■ rch. VonKeviczky w? ■ . . re Secretary Gen
eral reminding him of his : 4

He reminded Waldheim of his propos- . :-_r 1 lal edu-
c 1 on UFOs and t. up of a joint research study
within the framework of the United Nations University was sub~ 
m .-1 by a . f . on April 17, -+, to you, and referred to
your Cabinet Office Yasushi Akashi.”

But the Speigel group didn’t get anyi ; erl They did
have their meeting with the Secretary General but there was no 
news coverage of the event. The Ui . : . . < s Public Jh :c r - *u • n
ri:tue released a photo “of Prime Minister of Grenada’s official 
» - but none of Spergel’s group w -i ■ _ " e-! in the cap-
tion, and the group included astronaut Gordon Cooper. The i ro 
was not picked up by the international wire Services nor the New 
York newspapers. VonKeviczky says the Grenada mission tried to 
make up for this with its own press release of the meeting on 
July 18th, naming names, but the media ignored that t So 
the Force hadn't deserted VonKeviczky ei ..
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. lL U‘Li ...
August 6,1954 **<--
Vol. I Kc 2

ÜEUJSLETTER ff» Stos^wö

!9f7 ^w.
5 O&® 

Civilian Äeseorcft» Interplanetary Flyir,. u-

Reply to above address or P. O. Box 1855 
Copyright 1954 by Bert H« Stringfield

MORE PROOF THAT ”SAUCERS” EXIST... PROOF THEN t 11 f ,^_L. _ 
L ' "C;-" THEY IRE IR.'TPvCLLEE. Many poj — s? - - uwn ”saucer”sight-

One of the better UFOzines of the 1950s was Leon. _ 
field*s "C.R.I.F.O. ORBIT”. Above is the masthead of one of the 
issues he exchanged with Meade Layne for our lound lobin Journal. 
Colman VonKeviczky invis=.d Stringfield to attend the ~ u z z ed 
meeting with the Secretary-General of the United Nations at U.N. 
Headquarters in New York, July 14, 1978. As we know fron : 'm- 
mation received from VonKeviczky, because of the Intervention of 
Hynek1s MIRO group, the meeting was canc- ed.

Saucer researcher Jerome Clark had an extensive interview 
with Stringfield last year, covering the "Orbit* ec t"r's experi- 
ences in UFO research. It appeared in the July i-73 .ssue of the 
Saga "UFO Report”. Clark leamed tim. -ingfield had his first 
Saucer sighting while in the Service in World War II. He was on 
a . Imt of a C-46 to Iwo Jima. Suddenly three UFOs, with the 
"bcl.Aiance of burning magnesium” wem ... ing parallel to the 
plane. One of the motors conked out, crem: .g a serioi >.ru.: r 
that August 18, 1945 day. No doubt it was this strong emotional 
reaction which caused Leonard to remember the incident so well. 
Then the UFOs speeded away into clouds and the motor r - 
again. It was about this time that Meade Layne wa ~ ing Bor
derland Sciences Research Associates started in San Diego, Cal. 
I was in the Pacific Theater, too, at that time, as a some-time 
reporter and full time distributor of the Pacific edition of the 
”Stars & Stripes". This was the daily newspaper of the Military 
Services published by the "Advertiser” in Honolulu. I was on 
Okinawa in August 1945 but I didn’t see any Flying Saucers there 
or anywhere eise.

When the Flying Saucer phenomenon broke on the .
Ken Arnold’s well-publicized research experience of the Harold 
Dahl-Tacoma sighting of June 1947, Stringfield1s interest was 
sparked in Cincinnati, Ohio, his home town. In he organized 
some friends into the Civilian Investigation Group for Aerial 
Phenomena. Sightlngs increased, government secrecy increased, so 
did public interest; and he changed the name of his Organization to 
Civilian Research, Interplanetary , »cts in the early 1950s. He 
had become convinced "that UFOs are interplanetary vehicles, me
tallic structured craft under yrt control, and beyond
current terrestrial technology”.

Stringfield’s work is in p • s. With so much
data accwnulating the logical thing to do was to start a regulär
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rot conmunication with memb _ -s au friends, and ex- 
char._e *’itb other UFO researcn ;r.'w^3 : t .« ^tfrtes anu abroad, 

s d populär and respected CRIFO ORBIT« Apparently this was 
begun in !•_>-. v'dging from the Vol. I, So. 5 designation on 
the masthea~ t sie August 6 issue. By that time in 1954 the 
extended Saucer Landings at Edwa t 1 ? -(..Cs Muroc
X .a. r. v.cü c'.i-o.i... -_i.t ;‘s “Orbit” of
ujajt contained evidence that certain VI.-’: tu? Important 
P . i had been privileged to visit Edwards AFB and witness the 
landed space vehic-les. We quote some of these VIPs in BSRF No. 
2-P, “Flying Saucers At Edwa---. i=l. 1954”, $2.75.

PATRIOTIC COOPERATION WITH THE AIR FORCE
“How did you come to establish liasion with the government 

:.r ,'K: 3-.' ölir-?’’ asked Jerone Clark.
"My pullicacljo ’CRIFO Orbit* cu-,: ' : kt small, a sort of 

round robin thing. Then Frank Edwards, the famous Mutual Network 
newscaster, happened to get hold of a copy and liked it so much 
that he called me from Washington and asked me if he could announce 
it over the air on _ c-uun everuru. r- -ry.-' rrs cc gcc o wr. 
:fri„e oox and I did,” replied String. . t-.

“Three days after his announcement I went down to check my 
■ : _ box in dowatown Cincinr.s__ i, J found only three or
four letters. I thought, well, that’s about the size of it -- 
disappointing, not much interest, But when I went back the next 
day, there was only one item in the box -- a card teiling me to 
report to the main desk.

“There the clerk stared at nie and > out, * Jesus Christ,
man, what you got going for you?’ He pointed to a large box on 
the office floor. It was filled to overflowing with envelopes -- 
letters from everywhere. This quite suddenly catapulted me to a 
big business whether I was ready for it or not.

"With these letters came hu ::: and hundreds of sighting 
reports» Things got crazier as the whole affair snowballed. Radio 
stations, disk Jockeys, and newspaper reporters from coast to 
coast picked up the story and publicized my paper and my interest. 
This in turn created so much more mail that it was all I could 
do to deal with it.

“Anyway, the Air Force became concerned about the Information 
I was getting. One day a Capt. Hugh McKinsie from the Air Defense 
Coronand in Columbus, Ohio called on me. He asked me if I would 
be willing to work on a cooperative basis with the Air Force and 
screen reports as I received them, especially those referred to 
me from police departments, astronoraical observatories, and the 
news media. If in my judgment a particular report had some val- 
idity, I should pass it on immediately to ADC using the code num
ber Fox Trot Kilo 3-0 Blue.

’T’d pick up the phone and in a matter of a few seconds I*d
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be in touch with one of the staff pe< He in turn would
tape my screened report and see. ... “ . _ e t e _ ent directions --
to CONELKAD and to area radar bases. If the UFO showed up on 
radar, then jets would be scrambled. Everything from that point 
on, I was told, was classified and I was not to ask any questions. 
That was the agreement. It was an oral one, I might add. They 
were careful never to put anything in writing."

"In other words," observed Jerome Clark, "it was a one-way 
Street. You’d give them the ' . -smation but you’d get nothing 
in return.”

AMD THE PUBLIC GOT INSULTED!
It must have been about this time that Air Force brass was 

also working out a deal with two academic flatheads, Donald Menzel 
of the Harvard University astronomy department, anc .le’ Hynek, 
an astrophysicist of the University of Ohio at Columbus. They 
were encouraged to publicly debunk the Flying Saucer phenomenon 
by labeling all UFO sighters and believers as either liars, dupes 
or frauds. If these two flatheads weren’t directly on the Air 
Force payroll, the astronomy departments of their universities 
were favored with multi-million dollar research grants; so, in 
voicing their opinions they were, in effect if not in fact, govern- 
ment orupagandists. In 1966 when Colman VonKeviczky was making 
his .Xisc prouosal to the United Nations Secretary General, U 
Thant, that an international ’ flying Saucer research center be es
tablished there, Hynek was labeling some Michigan Flying Saucer 
sightings as "marsh gas”.

"It was a one-way Street," replied Stringfield to Clark, 
"and I was willing to accept it that way."

"Would you accept it now?"
"At the time I thought, what’s wrong with being cooperative?" 

replied Stringfield. "Even though on the one hand I ’m' ..-irreal 
of Air Force policy, on the other hand I was still a onrza“ and 
I wanted to do my share. I thought, too, that if I played the 
game, perhaps in time I would be rewarded. Perhaps, I thought, 
someone was testing me out to find out how reliable I was -- 
maybe eventually he might teil me something.

"I would r''ora?r’ do it again, only a little differently. 
l’d demand something back for my efforts. l'd like to have some
one explain clearly to me what l’m doing and why. I dont expect 
them to relate all their secrets but I certainly would expect a 
little more Cooperation."

"Did you y feeling of a conspiracy or a cover-up such
as Maj. Dox '1 Keyhoe was accusing the Air Force of perpetrating?"

"Yes, I did, although that was based on i -- mee more than 
anything. When they insisted that I ask no qu^sc.ons even while 
expressing great concem with the data I was providing them, well, 
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naturally I could» *t help concluding important Information was 
being concealech The Air Force public pronouncements on UFOs 
were negative, but^ with me they were clearly very concerned about 
what was going an."

**Md you ever talk w' « ' - - st -i \ •. . h
:l : ' - J r_:_ -e i, ‘ . . - t- ;

r. . \ ; i 1’*!Ib, not at that time."

(Ä
■■lillSils

UFO lepöffl't f’hötoj

”How long did this relation
ship continue?** asked Clark.

"For three years, up till 
: ' j - v. ;n (which

was ordered to channel UFO re-
U OT . ~ S r,-|.

tion was ceased in • ,
i . ; o - »r I i. ' - .k-
: ..... ..es when they had

öther ®eans of get a .n.* 
tion.”

BRUCE CATHIE, ANOTHER UNTAID 
All FORCE CONSULTANT

Cathie is the New Zealand
T t : . । t developed 

aa of a > t . : ... f in
visible but very real li:
magnetic force along which Saacers 

i : - •. . t j i- . Het 
toos was stirred t»y feelings of 
i . i : : irabiou, and paid
at least five visits to the American

Bffbassy in the nation‘ ,
findings with the Air l ■. I

- v: . . - . : ' - - c rnfc 695”, Cathie
1 : that the Bnbassy’s interest in foy
; . . 'Thing new. As time went on

case. On the contrary, it soon
r : - to i ;• were well ah ; , .ing
that I hacl been able to discover. S© the Embassyfs interest was

: . r be finding -- and to see
it I .. : : the scientists did not

' r ...
“The Air Attache in fact turned out to be a . . i

: i i .: It was he who assured me
thatrnay - - . - i •. - 1 . pattem for the . L . 3
was correct. •. - : he passed on to me: inte - j UFO
rest . 1 : . ■ : i - : r . . in the

: > . The scientific laboratory there,
set up Tor ■ : ' : : ribecl as a complex .... - ngs 
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covering a large area and staffed by many of the world’s top 
seien vss. Experimental work there is Garried out twenty-four 
hours a day, 365 days a year. At one stage the official asked 
me if I would consider a trip to America to visit this base. Nat- 
urally I said I would -- any time they cared to put out the Invi
tation. Perhaps the idea was vetoed in the States, for I heard 
no more of this. In retrospect it seems that although at that 
time i was in the very early stages of ray UFO research, perhaps 
I had already sturhed on to something that was of very deep In
terest to the American scientists. They must have realised that 
I was begixming to uncover Information which they themselves had 
kept carefully hidden from the general public for many years.”

THE CRASHED DISCS-HUMANOID BODIES STORIES

Or, Crossing the Cosmic Barrier! Inevitably, researcher 
Clark asked researcher Stringfield about his most unusual cases:

“Just prior to Publishing my book, ‘Situation Red: The UFO 
Siege*, I began to receive the first of a number of excellent re
ports from people of impeccable charater. These reports have 
continued and I now have quite a file of them. They indicate 
that on several occasions in the past 30 years UFOs have crashed 
and the bodies of dead entities have been taken from them. The 
bodies have been examined and preserved. My sources describe the 
beings as from three to four feet in height and of humanoid ap- 
pearance. . .

“Throughout the 1950s and 60s I was one of the loudest scof- 
fers when it came to stories of this type. For one thing, all 
the stories were fifth or sixth-hand. accounts and it was impossible 
to get any solid. Information. (For which Stringifield can be 
thankful! Otherwise he wouldn’t be around to complete his research.) 
But this is different. What I have been getting are growing
numbers of reports from reliable military people who Claim aave 
seen all this firsthand. . . There’s a 1948 crash, another from 
1951 or - : , something in 1953, one in 1958, and two in. . :-nts in 
the 70s. . . ”

“Why has the Information been suppressed?” asked Clark.
“Well, on one level it would be the answer, the. final answer," 

replied .Stringfield. "At the same time it couid raise other, more 
difficult questions. But it would certainly answer one key ques- 
tion.-- UFOs are material objects piloted by intelligent extra- 
terrestrial beings. But maybe the government doesn’t know every
thing about the nature and intentions of the UFO intelligentes. . ."

“What effect has this information had on you?" asked Clark.
“It makes me feel rather unique. Sometimes when I’m by my

self and I think of the world around me, the day-to-day, nine-to- 
five world, I cant help feeling how unreal it all seems. I see 
people going around dealing with the mundane concems of their 
Professional and private lives and I think this is another wrrh ’’
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INTEÄFLAMETA1Y hints
CQC By Leonard Stringfield 

From His CRIFO ORBIT, Augy

In April 1954 Meade Layne was told that VIP civilians were 
taken to Edwards AFB, California to view landed Flying Saucers. 
Here is substantiation of a sort fron Stringifield’s CRIFO ORBIT. 
We reproduce the last page below, in part.

EMPHASIS ON MARS: Instead, we will be told in small, educaHönäl doses.
From time to time, the AF will make surprising admissions, only to deny them 
the following day; there will be long periods of silence when affairs seem to get 
hot, then occasionally we will be dropped an official hint such as that expressed 
by General Nathan Twining in May, "The best brains in the Air Force are now 
working on the mystery of the UFO . . . which continues to baffle them. If they 
come from Mars and are that far ahead of us, we having nothing to fear. "
Then in June 20 issue of THIS WEEK magazine, we find Dr. Robert S. Richardson's 
informative article, "Mysteries of Mars." Astronomer Richardson (of Mt. Palomar 
and Mt. Wilson Observatories) strongly suggests the existence of intelligent life 
on the red planet. Also worth noting is COLLIER’S recent series of articles on 
space travel and Mars.

Writing in the June issue of MacLeans Mag. , Canadian professor Norman Berrill 
of McGill University says: "Other planets will have their own evolutionary Crea
tions the like of which we cannot imagine. Of this we may be sure: Well placed 
planets evolve life and life sooner or later evolves mind. There may not be any
thing in the universe that looks like man but there will almost certainly be beings 
of kinds unaccountable. . .that possess intelligence and power. . . and wisdom grown 
perhaps far beyond our own. In all that matters. . . we are almost certainly not 
alone. ”

On July 20, Frank Edwards announced: "I have in my possession a Statement by 
a representative of a group of scientists associated with a top secret project, 
The letter reads: 'I can now unreservedly state that neither our government nor 
any other government possesses the tremendous technology necessary to the con
struction of these machines. The beings controlling the discs appear to have 
knowledge of the nullification of gravity and some advanced inertialess drive. ’ "

Also from Frank Edwards comes this statement by astronomer, Frank Halstead, 
who is in Charge of the Un. of Minnesota observatory. He has just returned from 
a years visit with scientific centers in California and the Southwest. He says: 
"Aircraft of some sort have visited the Earth from outer space. The best scien
tific minds in the world agree that. some planet out there is sending these things 
to look us over. "
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CLOSE All FO p. £1 < I c J ? THE THIRD KIND

From Le . -. _ ,r . T« ’ . -
MUFON UFO Symposium, Dayton, Ohio, J

1. L; .te MUFOi Symposium - __ y mc described 17
cases of crashed Flying Sauce rs >-ich wv*- . r.-ught to his atten
tion by the . e .'.nc: . e evolution of mankind
on the planet. . ^~lc the w’L-;' -.oh UFO evi
dence is now a 1970s be^_-= er. He is Crossing the Cosmic Barrier 
to anderständln He says the £oi r.v. ,i„ case is only one of 
many in his book, c-mt.'.n Red, The U.-C , the personal
experien ; - -.er: _ • -udonym)

”1 us r»--.1'-"' engineer :n -i : z s contract with the 
Atomic Energy Conmission for ‘Operation Upshot Krsr’n*!;* at rha 
. . „ving ground, Nevada. My j ' -.-d the measuring
of bläst effects on various types of buildings especially erec- 

the tests.
"On May 20, worked most of the day at Frenchman Flat.

In the evening, I re >d a phone call from the test dire'. .
Dr. aning me that I was to go on a special job the
next day'. On the following day I reported for special duty and 
was driven to I: r s" '• . - -ir e I— -ar the proving
ground, where I ed about fifteen other specialists. We were 
told to leave all va- .. j - in the custody of the mi .
We were then put on a military7 plane and flown to Phoenix, Ariz
ona. We were not allowed me. There, we were put on
a bus with other personnel, who were already there. The bus Win
dows were blacked out so that we couldn't see where we were going. 
We rode for an estimated four hours. I think we were in the area 
of Kingnian, Arizona, which is northwest of Phoenix and not too 
far from the atomic proving ground in Nevada. During the bus 
trip, we were told by an Air Force full colonel that a super- 
secret Air Force \ .shed and that since we were all spe
cialists _ - - ? - , we were to inv - . . e crash in
terms of our ow specialty and nothing more.

"Finally, the bus stopped and we disembarked one at a time 
as our names were called and were escorted by military police to 
the area that we were to inspect. Two Spotlights were centered 
on the crashed object, which was ringed with guards. The lights 
were so bright that it was impossible to see the surrour . . na. 
T^e o_-’ect was oval and looked like two deep saucers, one inverted 
upon the other. It was about 30 feet in diameter, with convex 
surfaces, top and bottom. These surfaces were about twenty feet 
in diameter. It was ;tructed of a dull, silver metal, like 
burnished aluminuni. The metal was darker where the saucer * lips*
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formed a rim, around which were what looked like *slots’. A 
curved open hatch door was located on t ing end and was
v --- _ lowered. There was a light coming from inr .r
could have been i by the Air Force.

INDEST1UGTIBLE METAL BUT A DEST1UCTIBLE MDI
”My particu. was to determine, from the arigle and depth

of impact into the sand, how fast the vehicle’s forward and ver- 
tical velocities were at the time of impact. The impact had for
ced the vehicle approximately twenty inches into the sand. There 
were no landing gear. There was also no marks or dents, that I 
can remember, on the surface -- not even scratches. Questions 
having nothing to do with our own special areas were not answered.

”An armed military policeman guarded a tent pitched nearby.
I managed to glance in; ,■ , ne point and saw the dead body of
a four-foot, human-like creature in a silver metallic-looking 
suit. The skin on its face was dark brown. This may have been 
caused by exposure to our atmosphere. The face was not covered 
but it had a metallic skull-cap device on its head.

”As soon as each person finished his task, he was interviewed 
over a tape recorder and escorted back to the bus. On the way back 
to the bus, I managed to talk briefly with someone eise going back 
to it at the same time. He told nie that he had glanced in e
object and saw two swivel-like seats, as well as Instruments and 
displays. An airrnan who noticed we were talking separated us and 
wamed us not to talk with each other.

"After we all retumed to the bus, the Air Force colonel who 
was in Charge had us raise our right hands and take an oath not 
to reveal what we had experienced. I was instructed to write ray 
report in longhand and not to type r: e rrduce it. A telephone 
number was given me to call when the report was complete. I called 
the number and an airman picked up the report."

This is a perfect Illustration of government coverup of radi
cal information which is a threat to Capital Investment in "things 
as they are"; and the U.S. Air Force is an Instrument of MIRO, the 
Military-Industrial-Religious Oligarchy which runs the cou ru 

ycu want to read all of Stringfield s 17 "retrievals of the 
irr kind’’, in the ' ; UFON Symposium Proceedings”, send $6

to Mutual UFO Network, Inc., 103 tl^oowne Road, Seguin, Texas 
78155 ($7 for overseas sales). This is the home ot ttie founder
and director of MUFON, Walter H. Andrus, Jr. The "Proceedings” 
is a professionally produced book and contains also transcriptions 
of talks by Ted Bloecher, Richard Hall, Illobrand von Ludwiger, J. 
Allen Hynek and Donald Keyhoe at the Symposium. F'c information 
about Strir ■ ~ r s new book, ~ ■_ n Red , .u ,
v :t at his home, 4412 Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
45227, as we have no cooies here and dont know where it is avail-
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TIiOTMA, BOILD ; y    1 
laffLE OF TI

From John Newbrough*s “Oahspe”
The Book of Wars Against Jehovih 

Part V

3. On the fifth day -. = death “ . :
opened the chaml 'S of Miracles on
that day, the spirit . lould ac . . the fest (of
resurrecting the physical body); but lo and behold the spirit 
came not and the body . d dead. But the Gods
came in sar’gis (it- _t ’ '■ . ’ ’ d said unto the ■ ests:
Seal ye up the body for other five days. And the priests did as 
conmanded; and after that they examined it again, but life had 
not returned. Again they were conmanded to seal it up for other 
five days, which they did, but life returned not.

4. Houaka, who was now the , inquired of Osiris
conceming the matter. And Osiris, thr d,
Egupt, answered him saying: Go fetch a young man who is wann in 

sei, which is life in the flesh, and he shall be the seventh 
son of an adept, and know how to cast 
himself in death.

5. The brought Xaian, who
was in his twenty-fourth year, and wh
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he came into the Holy Chamber he w« himself in death
for benefit of the king’s soul..And Xaian thus cast himself, and 
he i chas„' . z ■ _ - -
the king’s corpse. And in five days the ought both

_ - re the Holy Chamber according to in ' ,ons. And
Osiris came and comrnanded them t the bodies,
and when they had done so, the angels from Osiris* kingdom came 
a -• ?d away the body back the

: ' - . inhabit the : : _ ' : r. ' . . „
m thereof, making believe it was the _ . : Thotma re

turned .

THE GREAT COVERUP OF
ö.Houaka said to the Gods': Where is the body of Thottna? Hath 

it been transformed? And the Gods answered: It hath gone to hea
ven, and will -= -irn after many days. But as to the v.-s: _s 
the king, beh - is with thee. And the priests spoke to Xaian, 
. -. g sc was Thotma. And c.. . x • y they car- v'
out of the temple and recrowned Xaian, Thothma the Second, and 
they proclaimed it abroad that these things were true, how' ~ 
they knew to the contrary.

7. As to the spirit of Thothma, at the time of death, it 
was taken to Agho ’aden and put amor m ~ 3 servants of C'uv
heavenly kingdom, and thus enslaved. So Xaian became king of 
Egypt•

(Wh- ' _ ' ick it m . i ;Ti to Thotma. He as-
sumed he would be given a place of honor on the right hand of 
Osiris I'. . . c.re of Service in the . Tn; but he found to
his Horror that heb:, v i us soul to a Mo' . - 'o ...al for
earthly power. His "reward“ was slavery to an elemeiital God who 

ün and hat n . mankind. The _ . ' • ~ - v -.
through the mediumship of John Newbrough, dont say what Thotma‘s 
slavery consisted of, but they ch slavery out in detail

ui ~v. - e bookl In God’s Book of Eskra, for k .
Chapter LI, wherein are described the heavenly kingdoms of Looeamong, 
the false Christ; Thoth-Gabriel, tl tohammed; Ennochissa,
the false Bratanaj and Kabalactes, the false Buddha.)

5. And they all had thousands of or.. r ■
as for themselves, they kept aloof from their people. The private 
palaces of th s, and their private heavenly seats of splen-
dor were seclusive to themselves and their favorite Lords and high 
'"•‘crs.

6. And all angels eise (such as the high priests of the won: s
bottom - v s ' te Thothma, pharac - •- 'm
to see these Gods, were obliged to pass through rigid examinations, 
and solemnly bind themselves in oaths a s before they
were permitted to pass the < ns of fire. After this
they were permitted to walk on their knees to the second columns 
of fire.
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DOWN ON TOUR BELLT, DE iTAlJ
7. tiere they w« d to repeat a thousand prayers and

c asand anthems ere they could pass within. And now, when 
within the arena, they were obliged to crawl on their bellies; 
and, for - ■ ngt ’n they crawled, they had to rep ' _ - ren
new prayers. And it was a thousand lengths from the inner pil- 
lars of fire to the arches of the palace, especially of Kabalac- 
tes’ and Looeamong’s. (Can you imagine Popes, als and Bi»

g through this ridiculous and degrading rigamarole
for a i Christ they worshlpped in tl .. power-greedy
hea iese arches there were three million three hundred
and thirty-three thousand three hundred and thirty-three in number. 
And there were four marshals for each arcli, and these four had 
two relief watches for each twenty-four hours»

8. To pass the arches, another < had to be under-
gone; and, after this, the person must again crawl on his belly 
till merging into the under arch, whs began, of which
there were seven steps. On each of the he raust lay one

, repeating prayers and praises to his God. On the upper
• s fwever, he was not required y, but might look in
silence at the throne, on which, at times. his God came and sat» 
His Holy Council, sitting to the west, facing to the east, to 
the throne.

9. From the place of the person on the upper step to the 
throne was five , nearer than which none were per-
mitted to come, save by the God’s special decree«

10. And. if the God was not on his throne, and his Holy 
Cow sitting, then the person must wait, not moving from his 
place, perhaps for a day or more.

11. But, after he had observed his God, he was not permitted 
to rernain longer than to say seven prayers. After this he must 
reti r .. i . . in the same way he came.

12. Now, as to the throne and its brilliancy and grancleur, 
no mortal words can convey a knowledge thereof to n mder-
standing; for it was so vast, and withal adorned with lents 
not found on earth. Thousands of miIlions of which gems had 
been captured from the dispossessed false Gods of centuries be
fore, and even from heavens from other star worlds.

13. And equally astcuiishing and overwhe Inning were the seats 
and places and robes of the Holy Council, h
m- ords to convey an idea of. Only to look on, to be over
come with emotion, effects can be accom-
plished by concentrated labor, and to feel the ii .nee of
Isolation, one’s wonder was swallowed up in silent awe before 
the scetie.

14. Such was the magnificence of each of the four heavenly 
places of the four hadari Gods, and not differing but ~ om
one another.
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15. z: ~ stiege of thus going to look
upon the throne and the God thereof, one had 
hundred years in the heaven, and to have his record
good during all the wh

16. -If , in the mo: - .9 . ■ •* ?d his öc-: " preach-
ing ar-t u- ing, or by fighc:".r c- _ and had thus at
tained a good r one hundred years* servitude in heaven enti
tled him to visit Ms God on the throne, at the distaute named 
above.

17. But if the . u- 'been an enemy God during Ms
earth-life, he couid n»~ . .--s-. to approach the thron- -■ 
than three hundred yea vitude. Which service consisted in
laboring in building mansions, or in paving roacls in heaven, or 
in bringing produce up from the earth, or in bringing up other 
atmospherean elements for t - God
and his tens of millions of high

18. So great and grand and far-reaching were these four 
kingdoms that (human) angels dwelt tM’ *. Mndreds - ~ ^r_Mons 
of them, never even Hearing of any other heaven than the one they 
were in.

19. Now for the m :e Brahmans : e earth, on en-
tering the es w went to the Brahman heavens (Eta-shong), 
ruled over by the false Brahm, alias Ennochissa.

20. And the Budhists of the earth, on entering the es world, 
went to the Bud-.,.-. avens, ruled over by the M. . 1 iha, alias 
Kabalactes.

21. The Kriste’yans of earth, on entering the es wc went 
to the heavens of Looeamong, the . Kn -

22. The Mohammedans went to Gabriel*s heavens.

(And the pharaoh, Thothma, builder of the Great Pyramid was 
enslaved - hundred years after his death in the heavens of 
the zal-e \ x.' " which overlaid Egypt of those Atlantean days. 
Now, as - ' yptians are members of the bottoms-up Moharanedan 
religion, they go to the heaven ruled by Thoth-Gabriel. These 
four elemei rar Pitris or Moon Gods, through their organized
priesthoods, control tM - the economics, the science of
the nations whose citizens belong to any one of these religious. 
The last thing that Ennochissa, Kabalactes, Looeamong and Gabriel 
want is an Invasion of earth by Good Guys or Bad Guys from more 
advanceo planets and Systems. This would be a very real threat 
of the end of their power over mortals! In the opinion of your 
director and editor of this Journal, this is the real reason why 
the nations of the earth are united in their cover-up of the 
Flying Saucer phenonienon. While the true Brate, the true Buddha, 
the true Christ, the i Mohammed welcome the Good Guys from 
outer space, at least, as . ice of the next ~ . r’ard step in 
the evolution of the earth and all life on it.)
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THE GLORY, THE DECLINE, THE FALL THAT WAS EGYPT
(Back to the conclusion of the Thothma story, Chapter LI)
8. Now, as regardeth the false Gods, Osiris and his confed- 

erates never tried to reincarnate the spirit of Thothma; but be
cause of the virtues and wisdom of Thothma they used him for bene
fit of Osiris* heavenly kingdom, and to escaclssh Osiris ever- 
lastingly on the earth as the all highest God.

9. As to the kingdoms of the land of Egupt, which succeeded 
Thothma, the inks of the earth already know the chief part.
For hundreds and hundreds of years the Egyptians were the most 
leamed people of the world, and especially in a knowledge of the 
stars, and the sun and moon, and in adeptism and miracles. (Laying 
the foundation of the Western Civilization and the Western Mystery 
Tradition we know today)

10. But woe came unto them; the land became flooded with 
hundreds of millions of drujas (obsessing entities); and as to 
the people of Egupt, the chief desire was to be able to return 
in spirit after death and dwell with mortals. And the things 
which followed are not even lawful to mention.

11. Suffice it, these spirits lost all sight of any higher 
heavens than to dwell on earth; they knew no other (and thus re- 
mained enslaved to the false Osiris life after life!). And they 
watched about when children were born, and obsessed them, driving 
hence the natural spirit, and growing up in the new body of the 
newborn, calling themselves re-incamated; and these drujas pro- 
fessed that when they previously lived on earth they were great 
kings, or queens, or philosophers.

12. And they taught as their master, Osiris the false, did: 
That there was no higher heaven than here on the earth, and that 
man must be re-incamated over and over until the flesh becomes 
inrnortal. No all of these spirits drove hence the natural spirit; 
but many merely engrafted themselves on the same body; and, whilst 
such persons lived, these spirits lived with them and dwelt with 
them day and night; not knowing more than their mortal companions. 
And when such person died, behold, the druja went and engrafted 
itself on another child, and lived and dwelt with it in the same 
way; and thus continuing, generation after generation.

13. And because of these indulgences many of the spirits came 
in sar’gis (materialization) in the families of the Eguptians; 
eating and drinking with them corporeally; yea, even doing things 
whereof no man may speak, whereby dire diseases seized upon the 
flesh of mortals; and their blood and their flesh became inhabited 
with vermin. The people became idlers and vagrants; the lands were 
not tilled, and the places of leaming became deserted ruins.

John Newbrough’s "Oahspe” can be purchased from Fate Maga
zine’ s "Venture Bookshop", PO Box 249, Highland Park, Illinois 
60035, for $15.95. 910 pages, 95 illustrations.
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Clips, Quotes & Comments —
THE G1EAT © THE BELÜGE

From Besaut and Lear . . < “Man, Whence, How a _ nither”:
~ . ei -r- 1 . ; .-.donis (Atlan. .

sank beneath the Atlan . The effect of tl . . -stn on the 
rest of the world was of the i serious character, and for the 
land of Egypt it was espt- . . ruinous. Up to thi . _ : Egypt
had had an exte t Western seabo. d although the Sahara 
Sea was shallow, it was sufficient s e ■ . . ... com-
par ;ly small ships which carried the traffic to Atlantis and
the Algerian Islai • In this gre-’ -Strophe tl : the
Sahara Sea rose, a vast tidal wave swept over Egypt, and almost 
its entire popu.-e. m was destroyed (and thi. . = -ne pliys-
ical base for the heavenly kingdom of Osiris the False!)

**And even when everything settled down, the country was a 
wildemess, bounded on the west no longer by a fair a eful
sea, but by a vast salt swamp, which as the centi on
dried into an inhospitable desert. Of all t ypt
there remained only the Pyramids towering in lonely i n —
a - which endured for fifteen hundred years . i
self-exiled clan returned from its mountain refuge. . . “

TOO MUCH E EMANATING FROM DEMENTED LUNATICS
"I agree with the Melbourne, Australia chiroprac

M.L.V. I also am not so happy with the Journal anymore! Indeed 
I was always so looking forward to the arrival of your magazine

. .Li? . „ . - . real interesting articles from - , _ lish.
No! And I dont agree with the reply that you gave! We know 
what’s interesting and good and what’s not. Maybe it is you 
who have come to a period of the last two years at least, of a 
* stand still’. Of course it is difficult to make every issue 
first dass i • . ' rg articles,; but other magazir . ' '.do
it; and I would say everything, science, inven

on and rise higher. No! I agree, fIlling up the. first half 
i magazine with articles as happened for many months was 

not worthy of the quality as it used to be and is not good. 
Sorry I had to speak out. ce it with grase and dont
try to throw it back on me or the Melbourne man!”

Mrs. L.S., Bondi Junction, New South Wales

Thanks for the Straightforward expression of your feelings 
and opinion. We’ll certainly keep it in mind in selecting ma- 
■ : . - -■ • «urnals; but I woi - . »osite may be
true. Rather than Standing still I may have gone too far into 
the occult world in search of the cat things and left some
of the supporting membership behind. But be careful not to stand 
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still in the Naive Realism of orthodox science, the kind put for
ward by UFO research Prof. J. Allen Hynek, for instance. Consider 
carefully the sage Observation of an English philosopher-scientist 
named Bertrand Russell, writing in his book, bAn Inquiry Into Mean
ing And Truth”;

HWe all start from ‘naive realism,’ i.e.t the doctrine that 
things are what they seem. We think that grass is green, that 
stones are hard, and that snow is cold. But physics assures us 
that the greenness of grass, the hardness of stones, and the cold- 
ness of snow are not the greenness, hardne:^ coldness we know 
in our own experience, but something very v^i'erent. The obser
ver, when he seems to himself to be observing a stone, is really, 
if physics is to be believed, observing the effects of the stone 
upon himself. Thus science seems to be at war with itself: when 
it means to be objective, it finds i.“~ _ uged into sub-
jectivity against its will. Naive realism leads to physics, and 
physics, if it is true, shows that naive realism is false. There- 
fore, naive realism, if true, is false; therefore it is false.”

BORDERLAND SCIENCE, TOWARDS REALITY
In his book, ”The Mysterious Universe”, Sir James Jeans 

writes: "The making of models or pictures to explain mathema- 
tical fonnulae and the phenomena they describe, is not a Step 
towards, but a Step away from, real-- - . . In brief, a mathe- 
matical formula can never teil us what a thing is, but only how 
it behaves; it can only specify an object through. its properties.”

Orthodox science can teil us how things work and this is 
enough for the enterpriser who wants to manufacture durable goods 
to be sold at a profit; but Borderland Science -- as I understand 
it -- is a search for why things work; and this search inevitably 
leads us into the subjective world of the Mind. If this makes me 
a "demented lunatic” -- as implied. by the Melbourne chiropractor, 
sorry about that, old chap!

BUT LEAVE POLITICS OUT
"Enclosed is my check for the followlng: The Kahuna Religion 

of Hawaii, Color Bridge To The New Age, Llo_.es Class No. 11, and 
Round Robin Journal renewal. May I conment that I think some of 
the items you put in the RR are totally irrelevant to borderland 
research. I also think politics would be better left out. Some
times you make very scathing comments about individuals you have 
apparently done very little research upon.”
Capt. R.G.E., Hangar 14, Kennedy Inti. Airport, Jamaica, New York

Yes, all too true, Captain. When I see people in public life, 
in positions of authority, using their power and prestige to en- 
rich themselves and/or to deliberately block research and progress 
I just cant help making scäthing reraarks. As for politics, the
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government cover-up of Flying Saue 
contacts have m - - - .. a . . 1 - . be-

inenon . m
fic problem. c - 1 - _ ■
is: * _ - - - ■ wther.” The . v. _ - n. a to thei
necks in the nra >r» arnaments irictastry, hont want to hear
that kind of a - - Th - ■ .0 ~ J ‘

Take your own emploj - - *, . - - . __ _ ratlon
konwn as Pan-American Airways. Pan Am has beer» in the space race 
almost from the start at Cape Canaveral» as a contract supplier 
of goods and Services to NASA. This must h£ s

_ your fotmder, Juan Terry7 Trippe. - • ~ _ s ng
a w> . . _ g airline wh ~ t the Moon?
Naturally, Pan American would like to be the first cotmercial 
car people, mail and.merchandise to the Moon and/or
to : ig space h . ic : o .. the gravity-
neutral between Earth and Moon.

no cormerclal Organization cc . . 1 pioneering
space program. It had to be supported with public money, our 
tax money, approved by our el< repräsentatives in Washington. 
If that isn’t politics, what is?

T I» WAYS TO GO, THE CHOICE IS TOU1S
Here’s a message from Guter Space that has been a great cora- 

fort and Inspiration to nie for over twenty , Saucer
research. George Van Tassel had t encounter of the

nd” at Giant Rock, California and printed it in his ”Pro- 
ceedings” for Dece . This advanced being from a much
o em gave himself the name Contamarra:

"Since we have arrived near your solar System. We greet
you there on Salon Shan. We recently tried to contact you 1 
our System, recognized by your people in the s Arcturus.
We are known in the Confederation as the Sons of Adoni. We have 
come on a volunteer mission. We have come to ice to the
people of your solar System arid especially to the people of your 
planet.

"Our craft is sitting here in space, outside of your solar 
vortex. This craft was identified by 2 of your ancients as 
an Otavana. This craft wil million people;
and we have just dis- _ . 38,000 of our smaller ships from it.

”It is difficult for minds, that function by the brain, 
to comprehend the magnitu.de by which many irough-
out the universe. We never do things on a small scale. We only 
serve to our greatest capa« ■ - - - "d instrumc.

jacity. We have come to your solar System to bring 
about in t will be very apparent in the near future.

"Your people have, since their birth, i: ■ - s of
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THE SOLARVORTEX, TW* SANG
Contamarra, of Arcturus, said his craft was sitting in space, 

"outside your Solar Vortex”; so here’s a drawing of it, from that 
wonderful book, Oahspe, page 563 -- a new way of looking at our 
solar system from outside, isn’t it? And within the Sun’s vortex 
are the vortexes of the individual planets, not all of which are 
shown.
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. ' ity, had the right to choose. They have not chosen
wisely; because under the economic Systems,

: ' - - .j-._ : . -.-ations, they have been subject to
custom and dass c . . »n. So we have ccoe.

. g _ . i i. __  not to a
Service, not to any great knowledge; but your in _ : udes will ■ 
be awakened to a choice. They will suddenly--discover that there 
are two ways to go and they will have to aialce a decision.
their decision is stich that they choose to become servants in 
■ t rerlasting love, then they will be guided, Sonic
will be ciirected. They will serve, not knowing why they do cer
tain things. They will follow a strong Inspiration t 
change with each nioment. These things we have come to do for 
you axici with you.

"Those who choose the right path, to the greater Service 
for your humanity, shall be influericed, directed and guided. 
Ti j : . : .out a way that we shall di
rect for the«. We can only infTaence and direct those who »ake 
the choice to serve your humanity in every possible way.

THE PATH TO SIJ1VIVAL IS SO APPAREITT!
"We do not especially like this assignment. It does not 

u with the Laws of our Way; but it should never be, 
that any p«. _ i i - to be directed or guided, in
to bring about their own survival, in order to follow the Path 
that is so apparent.

"In this great crisis of your System and your planet, we 
are honored to be or Service to your people. (The Judginent Day)

"Tn addressing you there at center ‘Cs as we understand 
your point has wo . : ‘ . room under the Rock),
every one of you there this night have either made a choice or 
are about to make one.

"To those whom we see have made a choice, we plecige to you 
in .the Living Light that we shall not at any time lead you, or 
direct you, in any way detriiiierital i . ' . your indi- »
vi dua1 pe r s on.

‘"We have a great task before us. We have conie by request. 
because the powers of our people are such that ariyone of them 
aboard our ships coiilcl stand upon the surface of your planet 
and perform any of the acts recorded as mirac.les among your 
people*s religious history. We are not bragging of our develop
ment. We are humbled In the Light of a Living Love 
such magriitude that our comprehension of it is only slight.

"We shall not ask to be adroitted to your minds. We shall 
not ask to guide or direct you in your actions. move
in with protection, with power, ; . . . : ■ ' , and surround
and -- - > : j
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WO JAIL SHALL HOL© TOÖ
"Those wrr tue.-- tue choice in complete ra-tu in the ever- 

la_ c’.ng Liga. th ' * < be touciied by aayone who har® them. Ko 
jail shall h» " hem. Trs^r rru. not flow frots wound of
foe. When we ple i . ■ :e in the light of understand-
ing, we stand on our oath! (I guess Contamarra and his Arcturians 
were not around 2500 years ago when the Jewish prophet Isaiah 
was nmking his scathing remarks about the ruling clique of MIRO 
of Israel cf t tat day. The Rabbis had Isaiah sawed in two, ac
cording to Oahspe.)

"So, from the System of our sun, to you -- Arcturus -- we, 
the Sons of Adoni are in your skies, are watching individuals, 
are waiting for y t r _ -ms.

"I leave you by extending the love of our people. I am 
Contamarra." (Received by telethought, July 16, 165 5

Arcturus is a fixed star in the Constellation Libra, 23*12*. 
Interesting that the astrological significance of Libra is one of 
balance, of partnerships and Cooperation; and that this is the Sun 
sign of our present President, Jinany Carter. There are two brief 
references to Arcturus in the writings of the Jewish mystic, Job, 
for instance Job 38:32, where God questions the prophet: "Canst 
thou bring forth Mazzaroth in his season? or canst thou guide 
Arcturus and his sons?”

REMEMBER TO SAY, "I LOVE YOU!"
One prominent American who has "made the choice in complete 

faith" is the show biz personality, Sairaoy Jr. Last fall he
starred on Broadway in a successful re-run of the musical comedy, 
"Stop the World, I Want To Get Off!" But his choice of the right 
way to go means, to your Dire* . has chosen for this planet
and will still be here after the Judginent Day, in his present body 
or a new one. We have this revealing interview in the "People" 
tabloid for Oct. 8, ! ' . Walker:

"Sammy Davis, Jr. is a changed, humble man. And he couldn’t 
be happier. Though he doesn’t really regret his wild past life, 
he feels guilty : . nistakes and sins. He isn’t intereted in 
making any more crazy healdines. . .

"It took a lot of hurt and instrospecticn to change his wild 
ways. ’l’m not sure when it started,* Sammy admits. ’lt was a 
culmination of many things, But suddenly I realized I had to get 
back to myself. That was it. It took me a very long time to 
get through it and it wasn't easy.* The seeds of change grew 
from the auto accident whic' u' .aumy one eye and nearly cost 
his life. For the first time, he was forced to think seriously 
o f death..

"And the recent deaths of his good friends and fellow perfor- 
mers shook Sammy to the inner core. Elvis Presley, Bing Crosby, 
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’ y Loabewie ■ and, most■painful of all, the^death

■ "’Totie^was one ©f tny 1?--, u”u. t No ©ne knew how «weh
. a-' • shu c Lc . 3 ~ ~ 1 - 4 .... s She was ©ne öf the
'--.«w. :w:-t t.c. _ n , _,j / sadly whispers, feeling how
-■E'..-<;, . rr ■ =.: 7- r . . He also reveals how his
love for his wife, Altovise, e 'Ls days as show biz’s big-

' c.iz« 'How when the chi c. jy 1 th. :
them. » . I just let them pass right by me,‘ he sighs.

THE MOST IW01TANT THING IN THE W01LD
!’*I learned that the most important thing in the who.e world 

is to teil people 'I love you*. What I regret most are those 
who left betöre I couid say ’I love you’ to them. James Dean 
(the cult-hero actor who uiec ri N-f: was one of the greatest. 
He lived in our house and then next door. But I never told him 
..3t- much I admired him and his talent. TI = ; ;r that will
sttsv wett me unc.. . cle.

“fhac > y today 1 '
a v s o tue. o . - ' : . tc ■ 

perforier he’s good, and how 
I enjoyed his show. I know 
how important it is to do 
that. And that's why 1’11 
never even stiff a fan, not 
even if a fan yells, 'Eh, 
Sainny, c‘m ’ere*.

”Sammy’s inner insights 
are reflected in his outer 
appearance. Go = 
flashy jewelry, razzle-dazzlc 
rings, slick moustache and 
racy männer. . .He explains 
the subdued look is because 
of his d to his role
in his first stage play in 
years, ’Stop The 1' 
Want To Get Off ’ . .

”’I have to prove to 
myself I can do . More 
important, I‘m doing it be
cause the story of Little- 
chap is just like my life.

jtuiations fröw» Lia» Miniwill
a... t.üi 1 - r. :‘;a©pewinf of his show in Uew¥©rk. 

- Modern People Photo

Especially in the second act9 . . s his life and his 
mi z He - t ,td humble * . ..s way to the 
top, but not without being sc . some of the things 
he If I couid go back 1 .. a .. the th. © : ’ : 
I wouldn’t make the same mistakes, < -s "’ays remember to
say, ‘I love you’."
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AHOTHll I1WÄDE1 HlliTED DOWti, SHOT DOWH
Is th m . ■ l ‘ . 1 . .. h : . vt: the earth? You bet

Contamarra ..... zz’i not speak in vain in his mes-
sage to George Van Tassel in 1955. Read these . -y
Arnol . _ . "UFO REPORT" for January 1979 about the "Böli-
vian UFO Crash" of May 6, 1978: "At the southernr--t er cf Bt’-OTia 
in a country famed for embracing the ancient and *. ' yu —
ruins of Tiahuanaco along the shores ot Lake Titicaca, lies the 

-.jartment of Tarija. . . the most inai-sd'^ of the 
nation’s nine Departments. . .

"Juan Orozco, a wooc ng in the frontier of the Ai-
Line border and Tarija, Bolivia, was with friends when a loud 

whistling : u . - _nterr - I their work. They looked up, Orozco 
later told the Buenc ewspaper ’Clarin’, and 'suddenly some-
thi' . -ared,, . eng about - _ r nigh. It was surrounded 
by flautes. Afterwards we heard a thunder that niade us tre®ble. 
Our ears ached'.

"A few miles and several minutes by air across the border was 
the small mining village of La Mamora, situated in the midst of 
a mountainous, woodsy and scantily populated area t_ •_ ~ _ er Tar
ija. At 4:30 p.m. on the same afternoon the community’s stagnant 
tranquility was by a ’ loud and high-pitched whistle'.
Heads turned and eyes strained to find the source of the shrill 
sound.

"They ~ to look far. Not more than 90 (300
feet) above them was an astounding sight: a metallic cylinder that 
glistened 'more than if it were chrome’ and sparkling with red- 
dish orange lights. Its front end had a conical shape and bluish 
smoke was pouring from the back.

"The Strange areoform was moving so slowly -- only about 220 
miles per hour -- that many of LaMamora's 900 residents, including 
four mining engineers and the vil . • ? - o‘ the Bolivian National
Guard, had time to examine the brilliant and noisy descent. No 
Windows, doors or other structural could be seen. The ob
ject resembled more than anything eise a slowly falling chrome- 
plated ‘11 13 feet in diameter and 20 feet long. And
its ’target1 appeared to be El Taire, a peak approxima/ 12 
miles away!

"Three minutes and 15 seconds after the fiery device was first 
heard above La Mamora, its journey ended against El Taire as ‘an 
intense flash of light took r1* " leaving several people momentarily 
blinded'. This tremendous glow (or fireball) was seen throughout 
a radius of 93 miles from the point of impact -- a distance en- 
compassing more than 900 square miles.

"Seconds after the crash, & gigantic explosion occurred on 
the side of El Taire. The resulting shock wave broke Windows 45 
miles away and was heard throughout 57,000 square miles of west 
central South America. Two ear-Splitting sounds, a blinding
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flash of light, - c „ri:-., • . wave -- yet the
reso'iri; J --e I /- T ''M _ were not yet spared all the 
devastating ! - r -ne mysterious -,.:jeot s impact on El 
Taire. The w-as ioi ~ . .-^dbya type of
rum> 12: = even more fearful -- >aa; earthquake!

”The quake registered in a very extensive area of some 75, 
477 square mi : -- air- : the size of the state of South Da-
kv o The Argentine c_ tun and Tartagal, south and
southeast respectively from El Taire were shaken, and the seismic 
force was so Strong that movement in the earth was perceived in 
cities as far as 165 miles away. Pedro Romaniuk, an Argentine UFO 
investigator, ithat Aguas Biancas, a town 400 miles away
in Chi's s’s- the force of the Earth ree 1 ing fron» the
Impact of the

IT WAS' NOT A METEOR 01 A SATELLITE!
”What was this devastating missile seen and heard by thou

sands of South Americans? . . most meteors streak toward earth 
at 32,000 to 47,000 miles perhour. . . these velocities are not 
even remotely to the 220 m.p?h. reported by eyewitnesses. . .
Furthennnc the shiny projectiles extremely shallow angle of 
descent .27° to the horizon,'is practically impossible for a 
meteor whose parabolic trajectory becomes increasingly vertical 
(90° to the horizon) as it nears the Earth's surface. . . govern
ment agencies and the press in Bolivia and Argentina soon dis- 
counted the satellite hypothesis.

"The consensus among the hundreds of persons who viewed 
the object, including those who saw it actually crash, was that 
’the artifact was intelligently commanded towards the base of 
El Taire. The observers believed the accident was not casual 
but intentional.f. . An interesting sidelight to the explosion 
is that along with the silvery projectile a second body, notice- 
ably sma - closely followed the cylinder. After the crash, 
the smaller partner flew away from the scene!"

To your Editor this is evidence of patrol activity on the 
part of the G s of our planet. An Invader from Outer
Space, perhaps from outside the Solar System, was ruthlessly 
hunted down and shot down. This aspect of the Flying Saucer 
phenomenon has always been ignored or covered over by Air Force 
propagandists -- such, as Hyneck; but this was one of the major 
points in the proposal put forward to the Secretary-General of 
the United Nations by Colman Von Keviczky: there are both Good 
Guys and Bad Guys in outer space; and the Bad Guys represent a 
threat to our civilization.

Our founder-director, Meade Layne, was informed of this in 
correspondence with Associate Ralph "Rolf Telano" Holland in 1952- 
53. Holland was an engineer for- one of the big rubber Companies 
in the area of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio where he lived. Rolf believed 
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that Venus was his home planet, orig_ic’..v and he still had tele- 
pathic contacts with certain of the Vei n Viknors, who take a 
", >minent part in the space patrol ac~ üüy. Millions of earth- 
lings are now familiär with this idea from having watched the Star 

= ü-? ~."~i series. The Holland correspondence is reproduced 
In BSRF No. 3, "The Coming of the Guardians*’ by Meade Layne.

"USUALLY INTERCEPTED AND TURNED BACK"

We quote from page 41 of COG: "Visitors from other solar 
Systems occasionally come to this one for various purposes. If 
their purpose is not malicious they are permitted to proceed. 
Otherwise they are usually intercepted and turned back in the 
outer limits of the solar system.”

What about ti who are not intercepted and turned back? 
I believe the Guardians have police powers which authorize them 
to hunt down and shoot down Invaders who would add to and take 
advantage of the problems we already have on this planet for 
their own purposes; and the El Taire UFO explosion of May 1978 
is the most recent. example of that patrol activity.

"Dr. Orlando Bravo, member of the science faculty at the 
Saracho University in Tarija," continues Larry Arnold in his 
"UFO Report" article, "was appointed by his country to be chief 
ins- of the ’accident’, flying into Tarija's province of
Mecayo aboard a helicopter. . .

. soon everyone in the aircraft began to grasp the e- 
normity of the impact's force. At the base of El Taire was a 
vast, gaping wound in the Earth: a crater wl dimensions were 
given in Argentine and Bolivian newspapers as 1,500 meters in 
length, 500 Bieters wide, and 400 meters deep. In English units, 
the scar in the earth was some 1,311 feet 1,639 feet wide
and more than nine-tenths of a tnile long! Even more astounding 
to Dr. Bravo’s eyes was that this huge elongated gash had not 
just been excavated. . . but there was ‘no evidence of the rocky 
material from the crater caused by the unidentified flying object'. 
That is, more than 10.5 million cubic feet of granite had sirnply 
disappeared -- vaporized by the tremendous energies released. . . 
only by atomic explosives could this be accomplished. . .

Of course there were rumors that officials of NASA and the 
U.S. Air ü_._ had been invited to take part in the Investigation 
of the UFO crash site, and that parts of the UFO had been found 
and turned over to the officials for analysis; and of course this 
has been officially denied here in ..... . The official
cover-up has been so complete that ; tremendous Flying. Saucer 
story was not carried by wire Services in this country. I did 
not see anything on it the Los Angeles "Times". Th- 
response to questions about such press censorship would be that 
such a would cause panic among the people. No, the real
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panic is in the Pe_ j_.on in Washington, in Wall Street, in the 
oil capitals of Texas, Dallas and end .r Rome. In ana-
lyzing the Flying Saucer phenomenon, take this philosophical 
;nri c't s- - r Whoever has the most to lose by any sudden 
change in cor -r .-~y or ci"f : izat’cn, will offen the most resis
tance to change.

THE ,T®GUSKA METEORITE, SO ( - . : , OF 1908
Seventy years ago in Rue there was another UFG explosion 

which has intrigued Flying Saucer researchers; and, like ^ay 
1978 blast in Bolivia, it was in a remote part of the world, the 
frozen wastes of Siberia, where it would do the least damage to 
humans and thr _r oc1.e:..-,-s. Forest trees were laio flat for 
a radius of forty miles or more from the blast site. Here again, 
as in the El Taire ecu-din, the missile from space did not fall 
in an increasing- .e ;t - ectorylike a meteor -- or a spent

Shell -- but in comparatively horizons., low level 
flight, obviously under control of some kind. After reading 
Russian data on the "meteorite", here are Capt. Bruce Cathie’s 
conclusions, in his book, "Harmonie 695": ' u ■
". . ,1t approached from a southerly direction and, when it 
reached a latitude of 58®, it suddenly decided to alter course; 
it veered off to the east for 20 miles or so, whereupon it chan- 
g=u .xection yet again, executi i s zu.n west-north-west,
just before impact which wiped out in a flash millions of trees 
in the surrounding forest area. . . That leaves only one conclu- 
sion to a logical mind: t - ;■ ct, whatever it was, was under 
the control of some sort of intelligence; and the point of impact 
was not a matter of chance -- it was carefully pre-ordained or 
pre-calculated. This leads me to conclude that what flew over 
Siberia that day long ago was either a space ship which blasted 
something into the . 1 z y.c that particular point, or eise 
a controlled missile which was exploded in the area for some def
inite purpose.” (Wonder if the El Taire UFO was on Cathie’s Grid?)

And I believe that purpose was to protect us from an Inva
der or Intruder from outer space. To me, the erratic flight of 
the UFO before impact sug<; ts evasive aetion, flight from hot 
pursuit by the patrol craft of the Guardian Viknors. The pur- 
suing Flying Saucer need not have been visible to ground obser- 
vers there in Siberia, but its effectiveness is obvious.

THE WESTPORT, NZ CRASH OF 1955
Speaking of New Zealand, Cathie’s home country, reminded 

us of this significant news clip from the Honolulu, Hawaii "Star- 
Bulletin” of March 30, 1955. It came from the paper's reporter, 
Edwin Gold, in Mangaia, the Cook Islands:

"Even in this remote part of the South Pacific, news of 'fly
ing saucers’ is received with interest. And the latest report 
has caused some alarm here. The Cook Islands are under the trus-
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and jurisdictioi e nearest
soun.£ of wcric cws. lecei > . . . \ the towii of West
port, on the wert-. . ■ .e ■ - . --e» 7u-.
rewrte3 o x' . ■ an ' . : ~ • - .ngin from the ocean
which soaw.u •: : - bled the flying saucers.

”As the ot; _ :t aoved in tow / __ ' . . .-i " • ~ s arge
tj2.ps.do united to a snu . . :he larger 'n leading. The ob- 
ject was last seen beading toward a high mountain ränge behind 
Westport and then suddenly there wi i which shook
the entire region and an enoraous - ... s» - . ~ \ .in the
mountainside. No explanation ha . -m . _ ■ . p_ West
port as to the facts. One theory is that a war weapon, being ex- 
perimented on elsewhere in the worid, got out of control, crossed 
the wide Pacific and hit the New Zealand mountainside. . . ”

THE NORTON, I
OF FEBRUARY 1948
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Yes, v- o., . r , ntrov:.r . uce of hot pursuit of an
invading UFO here in the Un , .aaae'tlie= success of that
p : -0 w< _■ - -rid au. . _ - ~ thousands of people in

--••t :r - -• TI r ~ : ire on the opposite page is page
179 of "The Coming of the Saucers” by Kenneth Arnold and Ray Pal
mer. It was taken by Duane Wray . u., "e. 18, 1948, on
the ground nine mi north of 'Norton, Kansas, according to Pal
mer* s caption - was so high in the air at that
time that it was also reported from Oklahoma, o.-hraska and Texas!

"FLYING SAUCERS ON THE ATTACK"

The. noted English collector of Forteana and UFO researcher, 
Harold T. Wilki^s, um.-' a couple of paragraphs to this one, 
in his book of the above name, published by Citadel Press, New 
York, 1954: . . - -.: -y €X~ w.-Ir- . •- e spy over Kansas
rocked buildings, broke Windows, a sage over a wide area
of Kansas, Nebraska and Oklahoma. On t . r_uruary 18, 1948 a
ball of fire exploded over Norton, Kansas and a blue-white cloud, 
the result of the ex. - . . was v. w e h.. hours and was photo- 
sraphed. I have a copy of it,

"The explosion was so abnormal that it was seen in six States: 
Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Nebraska a The authori
ties at Chamberlain University of Denver, were posi
tive it was no i r, and they knew of no astronomical phenomena
that explained it. This stränge sphere of fire was seen over two 
towns in Oklahoma, and its speed was reckoned at 600 rds an hour, 
too slow ro- ri meteor, which moves miles in a second. There was, 
first, terrific blast of an explosion that shook buildings with 
the force of an earthquake. The blast was followed by a roar of 
appalling character that lasted ten seconds. Then there appeared, 
at what was calculated to be 35 miles high in the sky, a Strange 
blue cloud that rolled and bellied forth like a monster dragon in 
extremis! Two hours later a B.29 bomber appeared. and circled un
der the area of the cloud until sunset.”

The death throes of a martally wounded dragon. Was Wilkins 
close to the i of the. type of Invaders who were flying the 
exploded Saucer? Egg-born serpents from a line. of evurc.r 
highly evolved but q' nt from the human? Such crea-
tures would be very advanced mentally; but, not having known a 
father and mother, not having a heart or a warm-blood circulating 
System, they would be cruel and vicious, incapable of love.

"There is no co lation of the reports of two other B.29 
pilots that, before the appalling explosion, they had seen a 
long, cylindrical, shining metal projectile with a shiny nose, 
and a terrific bürst of flame at its rear end,” continues Wil
kins. "This amazing ‘projectile' was said to have had the pro- 
digious length of te id to have travelled 1800 miles per
hour! Ire., er icredible story. . . Had some mysterious cosmic
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visitant < . < : : ! ent? Whatever this phenotnenon
4 j, there- ; ... : t.er-c-> e£rärt^&ily ■. t r.-uq In
vain to evade tS ■ <»t pursuit 4"- ••“$?) before tre’ercdo-
f.-cns, and in & way no ■eteor would do. . . " 
"S^TKRG HPLODES ' ~ wh Z

It Plvmg j£'_cn- Musern" section of the
book ''liyiag Sauce-s »-/= Zindel", by George Adamski and Desmond 
Lest’ - \ e ' _nd this releva''. -.'cu „8-1 i sbruary lOth. Some
thing explodes in the air over Madrid, Spain. Debris falls, 
Windows smashed, walls cracked. "or t ■ ve hours a glowing cloud 
of debris hangs over the city where the thing exploded. Panic 
in the streets.” No d< ” . . culled this one from the wri-
tings and researches of ( £ ■ r.. .viously, another ”cos-
mic visitant met with r . ’-c:» at- io-nt’r at a time when no 
known government on earth had powered air or spacecraft of any 
kind, and the ignorant humans below are steggered by the war- 
fare overhead.

The Colossus of Rhodes might have been a vietim of such war- 
faxe. This gigantic statue s raddling the harbor entrance was 
destroyed by an earthquake in 322 B.C. At the same time the 
Etruscans were staggered by the sight of glowing objects in the 
sky overhead!
“I’LJL BE DA» : ! ! BE FOOLED AGAIN!”

Said English philosopher Alfred North Whitehead about the 
rigid science of t.x ri 90s. He was talking to his Stu
dent s at Harvard U ,i - . . . He crossed the Atlantic to teach
philosophy there at the age of 63 (died in 1947): ”The vitality 
of thought is in adventure. That is what I have been saying all 
my life, and I have . : . One of my anxieties
has been i : system be imposed upon mankind and that
frag-A- . ■ t Man’s capa' ~ . i novel Ideas, novel aspects
of old ideas, be frozen and h« : on Century after Century. ... 
until he and his society reach the static level of insects.

”In the 1880s nearly e .hing was supposed to be known 
about physics that could be known. . . By the middle of the 1890s 
there were a few tremo: ; it shiver as of all not being
quite secure, but no one sensed what was coming. By 1900 the 
Newtonian physics were demo , nd, done . I’ve been
fooled once, and 1’11 be damned if 1*11 be fooled again! There 
is no more reason to suppose that Einstein’s Relativity is any
thing final than Newton's Prix , The danger is dogmatic 
thought; it plays the devil • ;• :i •• and science is not 
immune from it. 1

That quote is as relevant today as it was . : 4 when I used
it to open my ~: Flying Saucer talk at the Y.W.C.A. in Honolulu 
Hawaii, June 29th.
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THE IMMORTAL B-CELL OF JOHN BROWN
”1 have read with great interest the brochure you sent me 

on the Immortal B-Cell of John Brown (BSRF No. 19, $2.50). I 
Was anxious to procure some of tl - ^nd wrote to the two
sources of supply mentioned, . e. ^1 n and Thwu=- 
and received no replies. It’s a pity we can't :>i 4 -
I suggest you put a request in the next Rour bin and instead 
of asking anyone if they know where he is, ask if anyone knows 
where B-Cells or D-Cells may be had. I think they are being 
made in Australia somewhere as well as in America.”

R.C., Paris, France
We understand Joe Dun Sloan has been ill but now can answer 

mail and is still living at 6315 Middleton, Huntington Park, Cali
fornia 90255, phone 589-1987. Thomas David has passed on.

"IS THE REVELATION OF 'OAHSPE' TRUE?”
"In Round ror you mention the book 'Oahspe r r- time to 

time, clairaudiently dictated or was autor writing by Dr. 
John Ballou Newbrough in 1882; for example your frequent mention 
of the false Christ, Looeamong, mentioned in Oahspe. Although 
there are many things in Oahspe I cannot accept, at least with
out further proof, it is worth mens i big that ' u _ : u *. te was 
once asked about the validity of Oahspe. The revelant reading 
extract is as follows:
2067-2, 3rd September 1940: "Q-28. Is the revelation 'Oahspe', 
the Kosmon Bible, true in most particulars?”
"A-28. Individual and individual instances, yes; and some very 
far apart.”
No. 470-10, 15. December 1953: "Would a study of any particular 
part of H.P. Blavatsky's * Secret Doctrine* be of any benefit?“ 
"A-6. The study of any portion of same is of benefit, but only 
in so far as it will enable the seif to open for that which may 
be given in meditation. Commence, and then we may aid!"
No. 2067-2, Sept. 3, 1940: "We are told that the Aquarian Gospel 
(by Levi) of Jesus Christ is taken directly from the Akashic 
records. Is it historically true, and should I use the facts in 
my book?"
"A-27. It is the experience of an individual, or of Levi, who 
was in that experience and wrote from his own experience. To 
him it was an actual fact.”

"There has just been a sensational new UFO case in Australia 
in which a pilot and his light plane disappeared Oct. 21st after 
reporting being buzzed by a UFO. His last radio message was ‘Un
known aircraft hoving on top of me’ followed by a long metallic 
noise. Apparently he was kidnapped." C.B.W., Whangarei, New 
Zealand.
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BSRF Nc... ....... riTBC yy~;—^iD AMFF ■■ Jt M, LFSTINY - This r. .
lectu? i ; sins much data on the

Polar Flip hypothesis. More important is the revelation of America*s 
leading place in the New Age, once the .n olysmic activity is over. 
He cotnpares the scientific data on planccsrv cycles with that of 

ca t in-'- the Theosohpical Society, the Space Teachers 
of George Van Tassel. Other subjects touched on in this well ill
ustrated talk are: the sinking of Atlantis (9564 B.C.), the Judg
ment Day, the Trance of Change, the prophecy of George Washington, 
and the role of the S’„c., The master, the
major and the minor planetary cycles of the last Platonic Year, 
25,900 years, are charted. ................. $2.75
BSRF No. 10-R-12: CLOSED CLASS.No. 12 with the Yada di Shi'ite

’.c c. . l v „„.h-cts Discussed: If You
Would Think Dont Eat!, Try To Reason With Your Dream, Oh Sleeper 
Awake!, The Fifth Dimension, How To Turn Off Pain, Know Your Chem
ical Nature, Bring Your Own Caduceus With You (Tarot Trump No. 1), 
The Possibility Of A Virgin Birth, To Understand Find The Law Of 
It, Professor Luntz Takes Over, How Does The Mesf- ' r'?s Zhe 
Void?, Thought Backed By Will and/or Desire, "Make A Joyful Noise 
Unto The Lord”, The Unlimited Power Of The Mind, The Power Of 
Single-Mindedness, The Ritualist Is Not Alone, Radionics The 
Mechanical System For Measuring Thought and Directing It, The 
Cabalistic Pr :e, The Need For Living Organic
Food, The I■ L zu . i ; . , ’ ■ ~ i Plus Emotion Over Atom,
Anything That Brings Daughter. .............. $2.50'

BSRF No. 12 - TWO INVENTURS RETURN andPROJECT HERMES _ Details 
Associate J. Gilbert E. Wright1s successful efforts 

to get Information from Steinmetz and Edison on building. a 'psychic 
microphone. The second section of eight pages contains instruc- 
tions and schematics for buiIding an electronic Stimulator for 
telepathy. Requires much practice. ........... $2.50 
----- OUR THANKS T0 ALL OF YOU FOR YOUR CARDS AND ----- 
----- GREETINGS ANBALL.THE BEST IN THE NEW YEAR1! -----
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